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Abstract- The word “lattice” is meant by the repetition of a geometrical structure, arranged in regular fashion
over entire object. The lattice structure was used in aerospace and defense fields due to its high strength to
weight ratio and other improved mechanical properties. In the present work, an attempt is made to model,
analyse and compare the mechanical properties of three different lattice structures of different configurations.
For this work, the Body centered cubic structure is modified to create cubic lattice having its corners of top face
attached to the Centre of bottom face with and without vertical supports. Double pyramid lattice structure with
cross is also selected for comparison with the above two modified lattice structures. Finite element modeling
approach is used to determine the load-displacement as well as stress-strain of all the three configurations under
quasi-static compression. The structures are designed and analyzed using Solidworks and ANSYS software. The
mechanical properties are to be compared. The result shall show that the modified bcc structure has reduced
deflection and increased compressive strength than conventional BCC lattice structure. Models were prepared by
fused deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printer.
Index Terms-Lattice structure; Modified BCC; fused deposition modeling
1. INTRODUCTION
In general, lightweight materials were used in
aerospace and automobile industries for better
performance. We can obtain light weight by
eliminating the unwanted mass without disturbing the
original strength. One of the techniques majorly used
in industries for mass removal is mass
decompounding. By eliminating unwanted mass ,
strength may decrease. Hence internal lattice
structures were used instead of solid structure to
obtain better strength and stiffness to weight ratio.
Cellular lattice structures contain 3 parallel
intersectional planes, fabricated using FDM with six
faces. Each face is organized in sets of parallel planes,
therefore creating a parallelepiped[1]. Struts are used
as interconnections between the planes. Many
complex geometry is usually fabricated through
additive manufacturing. Here these structures were
manufactured using fused deposition modeling printer.
Subtractive manufacturing is quite complex and time
consuming while producing the lattice structures[2].
Here, three types of modified Body centered
cubic lattice structures with corners of top face
attached to the center of bottom face with and without
vertical supports were designed and manufactured.
Double pyramid lattice structure with cross. For all
types, the strut diameter will be adjusted within the
unit cell to yield different weight and mass reduction
from a solid 8.5 cubic millimeter. Lattice structures
possess high strength-to-weight magnitude than that of
solid materials [3]. In this work, the ratio between

stiffness and weight, and effective modulus-to-weight
ratio in all the three the Cubic lattice with Bottom
Centre without Vertical Support, Cubic Lattice with
Bottom Centre with Vertical Support and Pyramid
Lattice with Cross specimens with varying strut
diameters were analyzed.

Fig 1. Flow chart
2. UNIT CELL DESIGN
For this study, three different topologies were used:
Cube Lattice with Bottom Centre without Vertical
Support, Cube Lattice with Bottom Centre with
Vertical Support, Pyramid Lattice with Cross. Each
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specimen lattice was contained within 8.5 x 8.5 x 8.5
mm3 [4]. The Cube Lattice with Bottom Centre
Vertical Support consist of struts cubic lattice having
its corners of top face attached to the Centre of bottom
face with vertical supports. the internal volume of the
cube vacant [5]. The Cube Lattice with Bottom Centre
Without Vertical Support consist of struts cubic lattice
having its corners of top face attached to the Centre of
bottom face without vertical supports, the cube vacant.
another unit cell totally different from BCC lattice unit
cell, its double pyramid with cross center of unit cell
having strut joint [6], all lattice specimen was modeled
in SOLIDWORKS. Each topology’s strut diameters
were adjusted to yield certain weight drops from a
solid
8.5 x 8.5 x 8.5 cubic millimeter, ranging
from approximately 55% reduction to 90% reduction.
Three types of specimen strut geometry were tested
with all strut diameters uniform per specimen.
3. LATTICE STRUCTURE
Three types of unit cell change strut geometry and
each of unit cell is converted to lattice structure with
help of the linear pattern tool in solid works, pattern
do in three coordinate system like x , y , z, then
convert all the unit cell in a single 3 x 3 x 3 lattice
structure. Each lattice structure having six different
diameters of strut in 3 x 3 x 3 lattice structure. Strut
Diameter 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 4.5, 5 mm
3.1 Material property
Titanium Alloys - Ti6Al4V Grade 5
Density
4.512 g/mm3
Bulk modulus
153 GPa
Compressive strength
1080 MPa
Elastic limit
910 MPa
Poisson ratio
0.37
Tensile strength
1200 MPa
Young’s modulus
119 GPa
4. ANSYS
ANSYS could be a general software package, to
analyze the parameters corresponding to physics,
structural vibration, dynamics characteristics of fluid
and heat flow for engineers. ANSYS will import CAD
information and additionally allows to create a pure
mathematics with its pre-processing talents. ANSYS
will accomplish advanced engineering analyses in
quick manner. Their results were closely related to the
practical testing conditions. ANSYS workbench
integrates simulation technologies and constant
quantity CAD systems with distinctive automation and
performance.

model is imperative. The mesh used in this analysis
was a curvature-based mesh, with a maximum and
minimum element size of 0.858 mm and 0.043 mm
respectively. The displacement results from the FEA
were analyzed and the highest displacement result per
simulation was used to calculate the specimen’s
stiffness [8]. This is due to all the displacement being
within the lattice model. Now knowing force and
displacement for each specimen, the stiffness can be
calculated using

Where,
F is the force applied, d is the displacement result in
each FEA performed in compression.
5. RESULTS
Thus the 3-dimensional lattice structures are
created and analyzed with the existing one. Three
different lattice structures such as cube lattice with
bottom centre without vertical support, cube lattice
with bottom centre with vertical support and double
pyramid lattice with cross was created using
SOLIDWORKS. The compared to existing structure
(BCC lattice structure) with various parameters and
based on the results obtained the best structure is
identified among the 4 structures. Each structure is
analysed with 6 various strut diameters, so totally 24
different specimens were analysed. Initially different
loads are applied on structures and analysed for
deformation. The best structure is obtained by
comparing all structures with respect to stiffness to
weight ratio at constant load of 40 KN.
Following FEA results represents samples from 1 to 4,
total deformation for Various strut diameter such as
1.5 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm, 4.5 mm, 5 mm. load to
applied is 5 KN to 40 KN.
Sample 1 - Cube lattice with bottom centre with
vertical support
Sample 2 - Cube lattice with bottom centre without
vertical support
Sample 3 - Double pyramid lattice structure with
cross
Sample 4 - Body-centered cube (BCC)
The sample 4 is the existing body centred
cubic structure and remaining structures are newly
designed and analysed with the existing one.The total
deformation of cubic lattice structure with bottom
centered vertical support were analyzed using ANSYS
and the corresponding results were shown in following
fig 2.

4.1 Finite element analysis
This final FEA was performed after some preliminary
testing 5 KN to 40 KN and 40kN was chosen so that
each analysis was testing within the elastic region [7].
The load was also chosen due to the FEA being
performed in SOLIDWORKS being a linear, static
analysis so remaining within the elastic region of the
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Fig 2. Total deformation of Cube lattice with
bottom centre with vertical support (diameter-3
mm)
The total deformation of cubic lattice structure
with crossed double pyramid structure were
analyzed using ANSYS and the corresponding
results were shown in following fig.3

Fig 3. Total deformation of Double pyramid
lattice structure with cross (diameter -3 mm)
The total deformation of cubic lattice structure
with bottom centered without support were
analyzed using ANSYS and the corresponding
results were shown in following fig.4

Fig 4. Total deformation of Cube lattice with
bottom center without vertical support (diameter3 mm)
The total deformation of actual BCC cubic lattice
structure were analyzed using ANSYS and the
corresponding results were shown in following fig.5

Fig 5. Total deformation of Body-centered cube
(BCC) existing one (diameter -3 mm)
The following fig.6 shows the load vs deflection curve
for various diameter of sample 1where green
represents sample with strut diameter 1.5 mm, blue
line represents sample with strut diameter 2 mm,
yellow line represents the sample with strut diameter 3
mm, black line represents the sample with strut
diameter 4 mm, brown line represents the sample with
strut diameter
5 mm .these color lines are
same for other samples also.
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Fig 6. Comparison between load and deflection for
sample 1
The following fig.7 shows the load vs deflection curve
for sample 2 with varying strut diameter

Fig 9.Comparison between load and deflection for
sample 4
The following fig.10 represents stiffness to weight
ratio corresponding to varying diameter for different
samples

SAMPLE-2 LOAD VS DEFLECTION
50000

load (N)

40000
D1.5
D2
D3
D4
D4.5
D5

30000
20000
10000
0
0

200

400

600

deflection (micro meter)

Fig 7.Comparison between load and deflection for
sample 2
The following fig.8 shows the load vs deflection curve
for sample 3 with varying strut diameter
SAMPLE-3 LOAD VS DEFLECTION
Fig 10.Comparison
for various samples
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load (N)
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D2
D3
D4
D4.5
D5

30000
20000
10000
0
0

200
400
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The table 1. Represents the various parameters such as
strut diameter, mass and deflection for various
samples at varying diameters.
Here sample 1 represents Cube Lattice with Bottom
Centre With Vertical Support.
Sample 2 represents Cube Lattice without Bottom
Centre with Vertical Support.
Sample 3 represents Pyramid Lattice with Cross.
Whereas sample 4 represents Bottom Center Cube.

Fig 8. comparison between load and deflection for
sample 3
The following fig.9 shows the load vs deflection curve
of sample 3 with varying strut diameter
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Table 1. Deflections for different samples under
various conditions

Sample

Strut
diameter
(mm)
1.5
2
3
4
4.5
5
1.5
2
3
4
4.5
5
1.5
2
3
4
4.5
5
1.5
2
3
4
4.5
5

Mass
(grams)

Deflection (µm)

15.185
24.686
45.151
61.955
67.404
70.04
13.933
22.786
42.375
59.629
65.994
69.916
16.267
26.183
46.56
61.136
65.659
68.962
10.361
17.263
33.64
50.555
58.131
64.5

6365.7
301.16
60.644
24.355
18.39
15.649
5966.9
497.09
85.668
29.081
19.89
17.629
850.17
241.19
49.532
23.895
19.934
17.485
6027.4
5671.8
194.02
53.984
32.876
22.955

Sample

Stiffness
(KN/mm)

Stiffness
to
Weight
ratio
(KN/N mm)

6
0.3951
132
0.4306
659
2.8893
1
1
1642
0.5791
2175
5.3472
2556
3.5109
6
6.3018
80
0.4055
466
14.5955
2
1375
10.9971
2
2011
17.3325
2268
6.1237
47
26.5031
165
23.0592
807
27.3652
3
1673
14.6375
2006
32.2681
3
2287
30.4725
6
30.5518
7
20.9183
206
36.4934
4
740
32.4389
1216
33.1632
1742
27.0078
4
6. CONCLUSION
Lattice structures offer a great opportunity for light
weight applications and energy absorbers. The
designed lattice structures were analyzed. It is
The table 2. Represents the various parameters such as observed that the mechanical behavior and mechanism
strut diameter ,mass and deflection for various of failure for lattice structures were highly dependent
samples at varying diameters.
on the type and dimension of the unit cells out of
From the table for sample 1 with the corresponding strut diameter
5 mm
possess
minimum
deflection
as compared
which the
lattice
structure
are made.
Thus the
existing to other sample
weight without disturbing stiffness. The optimum and developed lattice structures analyzed using
structure will be of smaller diameter corresponds to ANSYS software by static analysis. In this work, 24
optimum deflection. Thus the samples with strut samples have been analyzed for different parameters
diameter 3 mm posses optimum deflection with such as stiffness, deflection and proportion between
minimal weight. Among these four samples of 3 mm stiffness and weight under the different loads.
strut diameter, the best structure is sample 3 with strut
The developed models shown higher strength
diameter of 3 mm under loading conditions.
and stiffness and deform at lesser rate as compared to
existing one. The samples possess higher compressive
Table 2. stiffness to weight ratio for different samples load bearing capacity than the existing model. Loading
under various conditions
was carried more uniformly in the entire 3 x 3 x 3
structure rather than being highly concentrated at the
connection locations. The developed cube lattice with
bottom centre with vertical support is 3.2 times better
than the existing model. Likewise, the cube lattice
with bottom centre without vertical support and
double pyramid lattice with cross are 2.26 times and
3.92 times better than the existing model. Thus, the
double pyramid lattice with cross is the best structure
with respect to the compressive load.
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